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Learning Journeys Quick Start 
Guide 

Why is it relevant to you? 
Learning Journeys is a tool that helps you develop your ability to adapt the way you learn. 
It helps to make Learning easier and more rewarding by giving you insights into you 
Learning Power. 
 
Understanding My Learning Power 
 
The dimensions of Learning Power are clusters of attitudes, 
values and dispositions, which frame the way you approach a 
new learning opportunity. By understanding your own Learning 
Power orientation, you can become more self-aware and reflect 
on your own learning journeys. You can use your Learning 
Power to navigate a way forwards to a solution or a product in 
any context in life.	 
 
Learning Power dimensions are personal qualities, which we all 
use in learning all the time, even if we are unaware of doing it. 
They provide us with a language to become aware of our 
learning as individuals and in teams. 
 
Learning Power dimensions are deeper than ‘styles’ or ‘preferences’, and they embody 
thoughts, feelings and action. Learning power is best understood in a particular context or 
in relation to a particular purpose. It’s likely that your Learning Power will vary somewhat 
depending on where you are and who you are working with. Learning Power flourishes in 
communities where there is high trust and a shared language – and the shared language 
can be aural, visual and written. 
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The Learning Powers 
 

  Mindful Agency is being aware of your thoughts, feelings and actions as a 
learner and able to use that awareness to take responsibility, to plan and 
manage learning processes. The opposite is being ‘robotic’. 

   
  Sense Making is making connections between new information and what you 

know already and seeing that learning ‘matters to you’. The opposite of this is 
simply ‘gathering data’ which has no particular meaning for you. 

 
  Creativity is about using your imagination and intuition, playfulness and risk-

taking. The opposite of this is being ‘rule-bound’. 
 

  Curiosity is wanting to ‘get beneath the surface’ and ‘dig deeper’. The opposite 
of this is being ‘passive’. 

 
  Collaboration is learning with and from others and also being able to apply that 

learning when alone. The opposite of this is either being ‘withdrawn’ or ‘over-
dependent’ on others. 

 
  Belonging is trusting that you will be understood and find support from people 

around you when you need it. The opposite of this is feeling ‘alone’ or left out. 
 

  Hope & Optimism is seeing yourself as someone who learns and changes and 
makes progress over time. The opposite of this is being ‘stuck and static’. 

 
  Orientation to Learning is finding the optimum balance between the uncertainty 

and doubt that prompt and energize learning and the unwavering determination 
to get it done at all cost.  The opposites are at either extreme: fragility and 
dependence or rigid persistence. 
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Assessing My Learning Power 
 
In the questionnaire, you rate yourself against 49 
statements on a four-point scale. CLARA is a ‘self-report’ 
questionnaire – it re-organises what you say about 
yourself into a profile: seven of the dimensions in the form 
of a spider diagram, with an ‘indicator’ for ‘Orientation to 
Learning’. What matters is the ‘big picture’ and the pattern 
and how you understand it. 
 
Your Learning Power profile provides a conversation point 
for you to talk about your learning with a trusted mentor, 
coach or tutor. You are the best judge of whether you 
agree with it and in explaining it to yourself. You can ask 
other people to rate you on each dimension and check out 
other people’s assessment or you to see if it matches with 
yours. 
 
Your CLARA profile tells you how you see yourself as a learner ‘at this point in time’. 
Learning is about how you respond to everything. It’s about how you change the world and 
how you are changed by it, because of who you are, what you intend, what you perceive 
and what you think, say and do. 
 
The spider diagram that’s created from the survey, shows how you go about learning: 
where your strengths are and where you might want to get stronger. Look at it thoughtfully. 
As you learn more about your profile, you will become more aware of yourself as a learner. 
The dimensions offer a new language for learning and, as you begin to use it, you are 
likely to gain interest in improving the dimensions you want to develop.	 
 
Improving Your Learning Power 
 
With support from your facilitator or coach, you can plan and implement learning 
strategies, making improvements that increase your likelihood of performing well, 
achieving better results and fulfilling your potential. Once you really understand yourself as 
a learner, you can begin to develop new habits of mind, which will gradually make a 
difference to how you go about facing new challenges. 
 
Research shows that by choosing improvement activities that are relevant in the context of 
your own learning, especially if supported by a coaching relationship, you can improve 
your capacity to learn. You can check out whether you’ve changed by monitoring yourself 
or by taking a CLARA profile for a second time after you have devised and implemented 
your change strategy. 
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Why bother? 
 
By 2020, it is estimated that there will be four times more 
digital data in bytes than grains of sand that exist on the entire 
planet (Judah Phillips 2013) and trillions of sensors by 2022 
(Stanford 2013).  
 
This powerful deluge of data already has a major impact on 
how, where and when we generate value through our work. 
The sorts of skills and personal qualities which employers 
look for have changed dramatically – what matters now are 
skills such as sense-making, innovation, social and emotional 
intelligence, collaboration, cross-cultural competencies and 
design thinking. 
 
We need to be able to utilise our Learning Power to solve 
real-world, complex problems by navigating shared learning 
journeys and understanding, identifying and serving wider 
stakeholder purposes. 
 
Becoming aware of our own Learning Power and developing it collaboratively in the 
workplace is going to be a key to success, both for individuals and the organisations for 
which they work. 
 
Developing your is one of four processes in an iterative learning journey that interconnects 
your sense identity and purpose with your achievement and performance. Learning 
journeys happen all the time. Solving a complex problem at work, producing a written 
assignment, buying a house or figuring out a new relationship are all examples of different 
types of learning journeys. 
 
Learning power is the way in which we regulate the flow of information and energy we 
encounter as we navigate a learning journey. We hardly notice learning when we are 
doing it. Learning power helps us to become ‘mindfully aware’ of our identity and purpose 
and to ‘mindfully’ identify, select and re-structure information to achieve something that 
matters. That way we can become more flexible, ready and agile in learning and change 
throughout our personal and professional lives. 
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How to use Learning Journeys 
1. Open the Learning Journeys website at uts.edu.au/research-and-teaching/teaching-

and-research-integration/learning-journeys.  

 

2. Select the tile that best represents you - Student, Academic or Professionals.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Click the login button 

 

 

 

4. Login and enter your UTS Student or Staff ID and password. This is the same ID 
and password that you use to log into Microsoft Portal to access your UTS 
applications – portal.microsoft.com. 
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5. If you are asked for a code, enter this here. The codes are issues by your lecturer 
or if you are using the platform independently, they are found on the same page as 
the login button. If you are not asked for a code the first time you log in or you have 
been issued a code from your lecturer, please complete this support form. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Watch the video and then start your first journey. 
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Define Your Purpose 
 
 
This will let you define your journeys purpose. If you are 
doing this as part of a class, then your lecturer will help you 
define what this is. It is best that you wait for them before 
you start to use the platform. If you are working 
independently, watch the videos and read the material to 
understand how to define your journeys purpose. 
 
 
 
 

Complete First Survey and Set Goals 
 
 
Once you have defined the purpose of the journey, you can 
visualise your current Learning Power profile by completing 
the survey. As this is not a test and will not ever be used to 
evaluate you, the best results are gained by answering the 
questions honestly and using your initial, instinctive 
response. Once again, if you are doing this as part of a 
class, it is best to wait until you are instructed by your 
lecturer. They will guide you through this part of the 
process. 
 
 

 
Complete Second Survey and Compare Change  
(later date) 
 
 
At a later stage you can review your progress towards 
attaining your goals by taking the same survey again. The 
results will then be shown on the same chart as the results 
from the first survey. It is advisable to leave at least a 
couple of months between completing the first survey and 
taking the second one. Your lecturer will advise you when 
you should take the second survey. 
 

 
 

 

 
Now go ahead, try Learning Journeys and learn to learn better!	


